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A “lyrical, impassioned” document of the intimate relationship between the two authors that

was first disclosed in Henry and June (Booklist). This exchange of letters between the two

controversial writers—Anaïs Nin, renowned for her candid and personal diaries, and Henry

Miller, author of Tropic of Cancer—paints a portrait of more than two decades in their complex

relationship as it moves through periods of passion, friendship, estrangement, and

reconciliation. “The letters may disturb some with their intimacy, but they will impress others

with their fragrant expression of devotion to art.” —Booklist “A portrait of Miller and Nin more

rounded than any previously provided by critics, friends, and biographers.” —Chicago

Tribune Edited and with an introduction by Gunther Stuhlmann
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print edition as follows:IntroductionHERE, published for the first time, is the private record of a

passionate friendship and a literary romance which prevailed, against many odds, through the

long course of two writers’ lives. It began with a casual lunch on the periphery of Paris late in

1931, when Anaïs Nin, the twenty-eight-year-old wife of Hugh Parker Guiler, a young woman at

that moment poised for intellectual and physical adventure, was introduced to Henry Miller, the

“gangster author,” as a friend had jokingly dubbed him, who would be forty years old the

following December 26. They were, to all appearances, totally mismatched, but they had one

thing in common: both were nascent writers and deeply enamored of the word. After a few

months of heady intellectual exchanges—at Parisian café tables, at the Guiler home in

Louveciennes, and in a flood of letters—the relationship burst into a tumultuous love affair.For

the next ten years the forever impecunious self-styled “Brooklyn boy” and the hypersensitive

Spanish “child-woman” (as Edmund Wilson was to call her) tried to establish a life together.

When these efforts failed, for reasons that become apparent in this correspondence, Henry

Miller and Anaïs Nin, in the early 1940s, resumed their separate lives. But they remained tied

to each other by a basic bond. Stripped of passing sentiment, of catering to each other’s

material and emotional needs, of a sense of adventurous comradeship in the breaking of social

taboos, their relationship remained firmly founded on the shared need to create themselves

through writing. As Henry Miller later wrote, it was the effort “to realize myself in words.” For

him, it was the obsessive, Proustian research into his past and the dubious role women had

played in it. For Anaïs Nin, in a diary she had kept since childhood, it was the relentless pursuit

of an ever elusive emotional present. “God, it is maddening to think that even one day must

pass without writing,” Miller wrote to Anaïs Nin in February 1932. “I shall never catch up. It is

why, no doubt, I write with such vehemence, such distortion. It is despair.” A few months later

Anaïs Nin noted in her diary: “The same thing which makes Henry indestructible is what makes

me indestructible: It is that at the core of us is a writer, not a human being.”Until the recent

publication of Henry and June, a volume drawn from previously suppressed diary material,

most of what we could glean of their relationship came from the edited pages of the published

Diary of Anaïs Nin, the seven volumes spanning the years 1931 to 1974. Henry Miller, shortly

before his death at eighty-nine, in 1980, had brought out some brief, revisionist reminiscences

of Anaïs Nin in a collection portraying some of his female friends. But in his earlier published

work, for all its seemingly self-revelatory frankness, there is little evidence of their long

romance, their turbulent involvement, unless one tracks down emotions and incidents Miller

has transposed into a different time and place: to the New York of the 1920s, into the saga of

his “Rosy Crucifixion.”We have also had available to us, of course, the volume of Henry Miller’s

Letters to Anaïs Nin (New York: G. P. Putnam, 1965). At the time of its publication, he had

finally won the battle against a Puritanical censorship which for almost thirty years had kept his



most important books from being published in his own country. It was the start of a still rather

reluctant rehabilitation of his image as a mere woman-degrading pornographer. The focus of

the volume was on Miller’s development as a serious writer. Anaïs Nin, then almost exclusively

known for her “avant-garde” fiction, appeared only as the silent recipient of a torrent of letters,

as the confidante with whom he seemed most comfortable. The intimate aspects of their

relationship—as in the diary volumes published thereafter—had to be omitted.Thus it is in the

letters presented here, covering more than twenty years, that we have for the first time a two-

voiced, kaleidoscopic record of two writers in love—in love with each other, for a time, but,

above all, in love with writing.For Anaïs Nin, since the age of eleven, writing had been the only

way she knew of gathering in her emotionally splintered life following her father’s desertion of

the family. Possessed by a terrifying, self-observing consciousness, she felt separated from the

“real” world and fragmented by unrealized potentialities. ("No wonder I am rarely natural in life.

Natural to what, true to which condition of soul, to which layer? How can I be sincere if each

moment I must choose between. five or six souls?“) The diary had been her refuge, her

workshop, and the act of writing her only stabilizer. “The journal is a product of the disease,

perhaps an accentuation and exaggeration of it. I speak of relief when I write—perhaps—but it

is also an engraving of pain, a tattooing on myself, a prolongation of pain.”The diary long

sufficed as her all-accepting friend, the comforting repository of her confidences. But by the

time she had escaped from the courtships of her unimaginative Spanish-Cuban admirers into

marriage to the “poetic” and handsome young Scotsman Hugh (Hugo) Guiler in 1923, she had

also realized that to become a writer she had to emerge from the sheltering secrecy of her

diary. In the early 1920s she worked on novels and stories, initially to be publicly recognized as

an artist (like her beloved father) and later also to achieve a modicum of financial

independence. From the start she had the steady support of her husband. She received

encouragement from her brother Joaquin, and from her cousin Eduardo Sanchez (the first

great infatuation of her girlish years), who eventually had come to live in Paris. But all her

dogged attempts to succeed as a writer proved futile. In the diary her writing always flowed

freely, unselfconsciously. When she tried to be “professional,” when she faced an amorphous,

uncaring world “out there,” something, she felt, was missing. “I am terrified of my conscious

work,” she concluded in 1932, “because I do not think it has any value. Whatever I do without

feeling has no value.” What Anaïs Nin cherished most, in life and in art, it seems, was

“feeling.”One might say, in fact, that the first two items she managed to get printed emerged

from an overflow of her feeling. “The Mystic of Sex” (an essay on D. H. Lawrence published

pseudonymously in The Canadian Forum, in October 1930), and its offspring, the

“Unprofessional Study” of D. H. Lawrence, published in 1932, reflect her own urgent needs to

express her sexuality, to reorder the framework of her marriage, as much, perhaps, as they

were a passionate defense (the first by a woman) of a much maligned fellow artist. Indeed, one

might regard them as the first successful attempts to transform details of her private agonies

into “created” works that could be displayed publicly without the danger of causing hurt or

injury to people she loved and respected.“Have begun to open [the] diary and let it be read, to

realize it’s my major work, and seeking to solve the human problems of its publication,” Anaïs

Nin wrote to Miller in late 1953. We know that another dozen years went by before this

enormous project—a constant theme throughout these letters—began to be realized. But even

then, in 1966, Anaïs Nin had not found a solution to the “human problems.” All she could do, at

the risk of distortion and fragmentation, was to exclude from this lifelong record of her self-

creation certain aspects that had been vital to her formation as a woman and as a writer: her

marriage, her erotic adventures, and the depth of her involvement with Henry Miller. “To tell the



truth,” she had written, “would be death dealing.”At the heart of her concern, quite obviously,

was the man she had married so enthusiastically, so idealistically in 1923, and to whom she

remained linked until her death in January 1977. “My loyalty to Hugh is easily definable,” she

wrote in November 1932, at a time she already felt compelled to hide the handwritten volumes

of the diary from her husband. “It consists in not doing him harm.” It was a stance she would

assume for the rest of her life. While she was able to slip with seeming ease across the

conventional boundaries of her marriage, without any apparent sense of guilt (“There is no

American virginal attitude toward sex in me”), a deeper loyalty, beyond mere self-preservation,

prevented her from publicly exposing her husband—or anyone else—to her labyrinthian

secrets. “He is among all of us the one who knows best how to love,” she had written of Hugo,

late in 1932, “. . . a vastly generous, warm man who has kept me from misery, suicide, and

madness.”In her published fiction, which emerged not without difficulty from the emotional

compression chamber of her diary, Anaïs Nin could disguise biographical facts, the truth told

“as a fairy tale”—as she clued in readers of her first book of poetic prose, The House of Incest,

in 1936. But when publication of the diary itself finally approached there was no way of

transforming essential details into a “dream.” They had to be omitted, suppressed.Only the

death of Hugh Guiler, on January 7, 1985, a few weeks before his eighty-seventh birthday,

released Anaïs Nin’s protective hand and finally resolved the “human problems.” It also made

possible the publication of these long withheld letters. Even Henry Miller, not exactly a paragon

of discretion, never broke an honorable silence about the man who, directly or indirectly, had so

decisively influenced his own life and work.Though he had studied English literature—and

Anaïs consistently appealed to the potential poet in him—Hugh Guiler, the Scotsman, had also

obtained a degree in economics when he graduated from Columbia University in 1920. Indeed,

it was his long-time job with a bank, rather than poetry or literature, that provided the economic

basis of their existence. It sustained Anaïs Nin’s literary ambitions and allowed the “banker-

poet” in later years to become “Ian Hugo,” engraver and experimental filmmaker. It helped to

support Anaïs Nin’s family and funded her lifelong compulsive generosity, the unending need to

give, of which Henry Miller was to become the foremost beneficiary.When Anaïs and Hugh

Guiler landed in France in 1925, even Hugh’s modest salary, paid in U.S. currency, seemed

impressive by local standards. It allowed them to live in the better parts of Paris, to employ a

series of Spanish maids, to travel, to buy books and a radio, to maintain a car. When, after the

Wall Street crash of 1929, they were forced to give up their fashionable apartment on

Boulevard Suchet, they managed nevertheless, with Anaïs Nin’s astounding capacity to

conjure up illusions with limited means, to create another gracious home, at 2 bis Rue

Montbisson, in Louveciennes, on the western outskirts of Paris, where they soon would

encounter Henry Miller.When the young Mrs. Guiler returned to the city where she had been

born (on February 21, 1903), she had been appalled, at first, by the openly displayed eroticism,

the wickedness of Paris: people kissing on the street, lovers silhouetted against hotel windows,

whores freely patrolling certain neighborhoods. Her disdain and disgust, carried over perhaps

from her strict Catholic upbringing, had even extended to some of France’s amorous literature.

But in 1928 she had inexplicably, confusingly fallen in love. The man who triggered this

upheaval was John Erskine, best-selling American author of such books as The Private Life of

Helen of Troy and a renowned pianist. Her husband’s older friend and beloved former professor

at Columbia, Erskine at first glance seemed to embody the two elements Anaïs Nin, in her

fantasies, had always desired in a partner: a sexually strong man who was also imaginative

and sensitive. (“There are two ways to reach me—by way of kisses, or by way of the

imagination. But there is a hierarchy: kisses alone don’t work.”) Yet Erskine, already settled with



a wife, two children, and a mistress of his own, seems to have proved deficient in both

respects. The extended “affair,” on the evidence of the diary, had remained mostly an affair of

the mind. A reunion in New York between the Guilers and the Erskines sometime later

dispelled the last vestiges of her infatuation.But the experience had unleashed in Anaïs Nin, at

the age of twenty-five, unsatisfied urges and latent needs which, when she at last confessed

them to her husband, forever altered the basis of their marriage. She attempted to turn the

experience into a publishable book. When she eventually abandoned the “John” novel, she

noted in her diary: “Every word I wrote about Hugo [who appears as a character in the story]

reveals his youthfulness and the religious aspect of my love for him. I write about him as one

writes about God, with traditional faith. In dropping the constant effort of making my love for

Hugo the most exalted of all, I also drop the last vestiges of my immaturity.”The discovery and

admission of what she called her “mistress sensibilities,” a devouring hunger for experience,

obviously set up a conflict with her loyalty and love for her husband. It left her suicidal, “empty”

and “dying.” It was at this time of crisis that Henry Miller, broke and homeless, arrived at

Louveciennes in search of the free lunch that his friend and benefactor, Richard Osborn,

another budding writer, had promised him. “He set my feet in the right direction,” as Miller wrote

years later, when he dedicated his The Wisdom of the Heart to him.Henry Miller’s entry into the

charmingly gracious world of the Guilers is enthusiastically reflected in the original pages of

Anaïs Nin’s diary. “I’m singing! I’m singing! And not secretly but aloud,” she noted on December

1, 1931. “I’ve met Henry Miller. I saw a man I liked . . . a man who was likeable, not overbearing

but strong, a human man who was sensitively aware of everything. He’s a man whom life

makes drunk. . . . He is like me.”In the first volume of her published Diary, which indeed opens

at the time Miller arrived in her life, we get a detailed description of the man: “He was warm,

joyous, relaxed, natural. He would have passed anonymously through a crowd. He was slender,

lean, not tall. He looked like a Buddhist monk, a rosy-skinned monk, with his partly bald head

aureoled by lively silver hair, his full sensuous mouth. His blue eyes are cool and observant, but

his mouth is emotional and vulnerable. His laughter is contagious and his voice caressing and

warm like a Negro voice.” And she adds: “He was so different from his brutal, violent, vital

writing, his caricatures, his Rabelaisian farces, his exaggerations.”Actually, when they met, both

were writers of promise rather than of accomplishment. Though Miller had devoted himself

seriously to writing since 1924, when he had married for the second time and quit his last and

final paying job, as personnel manager of the Western Union Telegraph Company in New York,

so far hardly anything of his had seen the light of print. ("Not because my work was larded with

pornography,” as he wrote in 1957, “but, as I am now convinced, because I had yet to discover

my own identity.")For a few years Miller and his second wife, June Edith Smith—the famous

“Mara/Mona” of his subsequent obsessive literary recreations—had led a precarious, hand-to-

mouth existence in New York. While Miller tried to write, June—often mysteriously, and to his

painful vexation—provided their meager funds. A “windfall” from one of June’s nebulous

benefactors allowed the Millers to spend most of 1928 in Europe, traveling from London to

Vienna, from Paris to Budapest (forever mythomaniacal, June claimed she had some gypsy

blood). Back in New York, back in Brooklyn, in a grubby basement apartment now shared with

June’s female friend Jean Kronski, Miller sensed the trap closing around him once again (“In

New York I have always felt lonely, the loneliness of the caged animal”). Even his writing

seemed to offer no escape. With several unpublished manuscripts in his battered suitcase, he

embarked for Europe again in 1930. June had provided the ticket, and the uncertain promise

that she would forward some funds to the offices of the American Express Company. When no

money arrived, Miller entered upon the most destitute, desperate period in his life, which also



provided the impetus for his first published book.Like other penniless expatriate “bohemians”

who haunted the cafés and the dingy hotels of Montmartre and Montparnasse, Miller had

managed (with the help, and sometimes under the name, of his Viennese pal, fellow refugee,

and future roommate, Alfred Perlès) to publish a few short pieces in the Paris editions of the

Chicago Tribune and the New York Herald. He had written about two of his favorite subjects:

the circus and the six-day bicycle race. He had also placed an essay on Luis Buñuel and his

first published story, “Mademoiselle Claude,” in the unpaid-for pages of a “little” magazine,

Samuel Putnam’s The New Review. But as Putnam recalled in his memoir, Paris Was Our

Mistress, as a writer “Henry was more or less an unknown quantity.”But through his “wise and

good-hearted friend” Richard Osborn, who worked with Hugh Guiler in the Paris offices of the

First National Bank of New York, Miller had shown Anaïs Nin portions of the manuscript he was

working on: the ribald, as yet untitled, celebration of his two miserable years in the City of Light,

the hymn to his liberation from the dark shadows of his American past. “I don’t care much

whether it pleases or displeases,” he had explained in a letter, “since (for the time being) it

gives me some joy and satisfaction. But I have trepidations. It is a crude thing. And I have not

begun altering it yet.” He also passed on to her another unpublished manuscript, filled with four-

letter words and sexual descriptions, an obviously autobiographical account of a young

Brooklynite’s “love” life with two older women: a two-year romance with “Cora,” and an

unsatisfactory marriage to “Blanche,” who resembled the woman Miller himself had married at

twenty-six, his erstwhile piano teacher, with whom he had had a daughter in 1918.At first

glance there should have been little in these unfinished or aborted manuscripts to appeal to

Anaïs Nin’s sensibilities. They bore no resemblance to anything she had tried to accomplish in

her own unpublished writings. (“He does not write with love,” she noted. “He writes to

caricature, to attack, to ridicule, to destroy, to rebel. He is always against something.”) Yet

something in the raw realism of Miller’s efforts struck a cord. “Rub off the German realist and

you get a lusty imagist. At moments he can say softly the most delicate, or the most profound

things.” Under the tough Brooklyn voice, challenging—like D. H. Lawrence, perhaps—the

hushed taboos of a politely repressed, gentrified literature, there was also the voice of a

wounded romantic rebelling against an essentially loveless, matter-of-fact world of sex. “I share

with Henry an anger not at the imperfection of women, but at the foulness of living itself.”In

turn, Henry Miller seems to have responded to her writing. (For years thereafter he became a

devoted editor and critic of her work.) “Henry says I write like a man, with tremendous

clearness and conciseness. He was surprised by my book on Lawrence, although he does not

like Lawrence.”What occasioned Miller’s surprise—and the disapproval of family and friends

when the book was published in February 1932—one suspects, was the seeming disparity

between the image Anaïs Nin projected (or what people wanted to see in her) and the

impassioned voice here arguing, with Lawrence, against “a denial of the deeper needs of our

nature.” Having been so perfect in her many roles—the decorous, decorative wife of the rising

young executive, the dutiful daughter, the loving sister, the naive Catholic girl striving for

saintliness, even the flirtatious socialite—Anaïs Nin had betrayed the tortured young woman of

the secret diary to nobody except her husband. But any perceptive reader would have noted

the cri du coeur voiced as a defense of Lawrence. To Henry Miller, what Anaïs Nin had to say

(here, slightly edited) might have sounded indeed like a defense of his own work, which she

later so vigorously championed:If to some, his work is nothing but crude realism, to others who

know poetry it is more than that: the prose is lyrical as well as sensual, the descriptions full of

sensitiveness as well as crudeness, of beauty as well as obscenity. Why the crudeness and the

obscenity of the language? First it was necessary to dethrone mentally directed love. He



pleads for an instinctive beginning. He gives us an honest picture of all the aspects and moods

of physical love. But he writes neither scientifically nor for the sake of pornography. Even when

he is most naturalistic and apparently obscene, there is a reason for the obscene words. They

are the very words by which he believed one could alone renew contact with the reality of

sexual passion, which the cult of idealism has distorted for us. His war was against evasive,

reticent language, which makes for evasive, reticent living and thinking.Love has been

travestied by the idealists. The words they used aroused lofty exaltations or timorous reactions

in the head, which had no connection whatever with sensual love. He took the naked words

and used them because they conveyed realities which we were to live out not merely in action

but in thought. “I want men and women to be able to think sex, fully, completely, honestly and

cleanly.” Now this cannot be done if we are afraid of words.We have no record, it seems, of

Henry Miller’s own immediate response to his introduction into the world of Anaïs Nin except

for what has been filtered into or reflected in this voluminous correspondence. But a few years

later, when with Anaïs Nin’s support he was at work on Tropic of Capricorn, he wrote: “The

woman you never hoped to meet now sits before you, and she talks and looks exactly like the

person you dreamed about. But strangest of all is that you never realized before that you had

dreamed about her.” Ostensibly these lines recall a time when the first-person narrator invited

“Mara/Mona,” the taxi dancer he was courting in the New York of the 1920s, to share a booth

with him in a cheap Chinese restaurant on Broadway. Yet these lines apply perhaps more

accurately to the day in December 1931 when Miller first sat down at Anaïs Nin’s luncheon

table in Louveciennes.In the unpublished pages of Anaïs Nin’s diary there also is an entry,

written on New Year’s Day 1933, in Miller’s handwriting, which directly evokes his own

reactions to the new world he has entered:Coming out to Louveciennes on the train the picture

of the countryside so indelibly engraved in my mind—I know every foot of ground along the

route and with each billboard, each sign, each crazy house or road or movie, even a chicken

run, or a cemetery on a vacant lot, there is a welter of associations. And so when Anaïs

remarks I have never made any notes, strangely, of my experience in Louveciennes, it is only, I

think, because everything is still alive and meaningful, everything still so unconsciously

exploited.When I collect my notes for my first Paris book there is the tender sentimental

regretful feeling of putting between covers what was once a rich throbbing life, and which

literature will never reproduce, as indeed it should not. But as I was putting together these

random notes what a joy when I found there were little souvenirs of Louveciennes which could

be inserted into that chaotic mass of names, facts, events, incidents, phenomena—quiet

strains of collective living, as it were—even a trifle like the handbill from the Louveciennes

cinema, which will always remind me of my walks to the Village Tabac, or the Epicerie for a

“good bottle of wine.”No, if I have not written about Louveciennes it is only because I am not

writing history, I am making it. I am so aware of the fateful, destined character of this

Louveciennes.Here, in the big billiard room, where the rats once scurried, sit Anaïs and I—or I

pace up and down, gesticulating, while I explain to her the bankruptcy of science, or the

methanthropological crisis. Here at her desk, littered with shattering material for the future, I

hammer out my impetuous thoughts and images. Here a thousand thoughts burst in my head

over a simple utterance.What I was thinking tonight is that Louveciennes becomes fixed

historically in the biographical record of my life, for from Louveciennes dates the most

important epoch of my life.Inevitably, when Anaïs Nin took up Henry Miller’s cause, when she—

herself completely dependent on her husband’s financial support—provided or organized, as

best she could, some money for him, brought books, small gifts, food, a movie ticket, there

were some among her family and friends who regarded him as an opportunistic sponger, a



vagabond who had latched on to an impressionable, compulsive giver. They failed to see his

charm, nor would they have appreciated the writings of this “cunt painter,” as some of his more

foul-mouthed café companions sometimes called him. Anaïs Nin’s husband had gently warned

her at times against her enthusiasms. (“Beware of being trapped in your own imaginings—you

instill sparks in others, you charge them with your illusions, and when they burst forth into

illuminations, you are taken in.”) Even Richard Osborn, after engineering their first encounter,

had wondered whether it really had been such a good idea to introduce Henry Miller to his

boss’s wife.Anaïs Nin, so firmly convinced of the validity, the importance of Miller’s talent, took

in stride her own occasional doubts about his personality, his sincerity, his understanding.

“When I first gave Henry and June a big sum of money,” she wrote in her diary, late in

November 1932, when the final act of Henry and June’s disintegrating marriage was being

played out, during June’s ultimate sojourn in Paris, “and they spent it all in one night on drink, I

was humanly hurt, but my understanding was disciplined. I gave because I wanted to—I gave

them liberty at the same time. Otherwise I would not be giving, I would be taking.” Looking back

on her first year with Henry Miller, she added this: “Later I gave love. . . . Henry used my love

well, beautifully—he erected books with it.”She knew then, and she continued to believe, that

beyond the fallible sexual man there was the artist, involved—egotistically, to be sure—in an

ongoing process of creation that was worthy of support, a process so familiar to her. (“Between

Henry and me there is the diabolical compact of two writers who understand each other’s

human and literary life, and conflicts.”) In a telling entry in her diary she pictured Henry, seated

in a café, fully absorbed in his creation: “His eyes were blank and hard. He was the supreme

egotist expanded, artist only, needing my inflation, my help—and how I understand him. There

was no sentimentality. His work only, devouring all. His talk about June: she was completely

discarded, rejected, because useless—as some day I will be too, when he has a new need.”

She did not exclude herself from this indictment: “I was doing the same thing on a minor

scale . . . the pain I cause Hugo is tragic but inevitable to all living progression.” For the sake of

Miller’s work she had been ready at times to give up her own, to postpone her own

publications. When Jack Kahane, of the Obelisk Press, hesitated to bring out Miller’s “Parisian

notebook,” she herself, with borrowed money, had underwritten the publication of Tropic of

Cancer, which ultimately proved to be Miller’s most important, most influential book.Henry

Miller, in turn, never flagged in his passionate advocacy of what he consistently regarded as

her major work: the enormous diary. In his impassioned letter to their common literary agent,

William Bradley, in 1933, and in his first public mention of the early diary volumes, in T. S.

Eliot’s magazine, The Criterion, in 1937, he had predicted, correctly as it turned out, that if ever

published, Anaïs Nin’s diary would receive worldwide recognition. “It is a great pageant of the

times,” he had stated in his essay “Une Etre Etoilique,” “patiently and humbly delineated by one

who considers herself as nothing, by one who had almost completely effaced herself in the

effort to arrive at a true understanding of life. It is in this sense again that the human document

rivals the work of art, or in times such as ours, replaces the work of art.” At the lowest ebb in

their relationship, in the 1940s, when he had given up the always illusory hope that someday

they would be joined together (Anaïs Nin, in October 1932, had already written in her diary:

“Henry is thinking of our marriage, which I feel will never be. But he is the only man I would

marry”), Miller had made the ultimate gesture. He had offered to share with her, to enable her

to publish at least parts of the diary, the modest sum he had just received from an unnamed

benefactor who had been moved by Miller’s own desperate public plea for money. “I have

always expected everything of the world, and have always been ready to give everything,” as

he wrote in The Colossus of Maroussi.” When I have been desperately in need, I have always



found a friend.”In December 1931, a short time after Henry Miller had first met Anaïs and Hugh

Guiler, his wife, June, suddenly arrived in Paris. It was only natural that he should introduce her

to his new benefactors. On the last day of the year, Henry and June arrived at Louveciennes,

and again something unforeseen happened. The woman who had just noted in her diary:

“Henry interests me. But not physically,” inexplicably became smitten by his wife, the “most

beautiful woman” she had ever met. During the four short weeks of June’s stay in Paris, the two

women played out a strange and confusing courtship. Perhaps subconsciously imitating the

Don Juanism of her father, Anaïs Nin—always regarded as the essence of delicate femininity—

assumed the dominant role, while, at the same time, identifying with June’s openly displayed

sexuality, with the “femme fatale” who had so enchanted Henry Miller from the first and who

had lain dormant for so long in Anaïs Nin’s own convoluted soul. By emulating June, by

becoming unashamedly “sexy,” she could perhaps realize all the unexplored possibilities at the

root of her restlessness. June, for Anaïs Nin as for Miller, had become a vital experience. She

was, perhaps, the impetus that a few months later, in March 1932, prompted Anaïs Nin for the

first time to climb the stairs to Henry Miller’s room in a dingy hotel in Paris.Looking back on her

encounter with June, Anaïs Nin—a few weeks after her twenty-ninth birthday—drew up a

summary of her sexual nature which reveals, perhaps, some of the dynamics of her

interrelation with Miller also, as it is so vividly reflected in this correspondence.Acting as a man

(I have had masculine elements in me always) hurt me because I am extremely feminine. It

would have been more feminine to be satisfied with the passion [of various suitors], to have let

them love me—but I insisted on my own selection . . . which produced weaker men than I was. I

suffered deeply from my progressive forwardness—as a woman. As a man I should be glad to

have selected what I desired. That my first love was a homosexual, and Hugo partly maimed

by moral fears, was my misfortune. Then I turned to the strong man, John, and he was

unimaginative, unpoetical, and he did not understand me. I have discovered the joy of a

masculine directing of my own life—as by my courting of June. But my body will die because I

have a sensual body, a living body, and there is no life in the love between women.Back from a

short escape to a resort in Switzerland, overwhelmed by an almost daily avalanche of mail

from Henry Miller the artist, Anaïs Nin was by now also prepared to embrace Henry Miller the

sexual man.Henry Miller, as we know, was an inveterate letter writer. He would rather write a

letter, Anaïs Nin has suggested, than a novel, and some of his letters were indeed of novelistic

proportions. One might even argue that much of Miller’s published work—discursive, anecdotal,

self-referential, self-relevatory and enlivened with some boyish bragging—resembled a

gargantuan letter tossed at the world. Not unlike Nin’s gigantic “letter” to a lost father, Miller’s

work remained open-ended, unfinished, to be continued. It could best be read in bits and

pieces.In the initial year of their acquaintance, as Miller wrote to his old friend Emil Schnellock

(the recipient of another lifelong stream of correspondence), he had sent Anaïs Nin more than

nine hundred pages, mostly typed—more than enough to make up a hefty book. Through the

early years of their relationship, this astounding volume of mail hardly diminished. More

astoundingly, it was produced in the midst of their hectic daily lives, filled with endless social

events, travel, creative work and, last but not least, the long, if sometimes furtive, hours spent

in each other’s company.The more than two-hundred-and-fifty letters presented here, spanning

the two most important decades of their relationship, have been selected from this large body

of correspondence, or, rather, from what has survived of it. It is a selection representative of the

wide range of the originals and it has been limited only by the demands of available space.

Through the spontaneous, uncensored words of both partners we can participate in the birth,

the flowering and the inevitable maturing of a great, extremely literate passion. For all the hard-



breathing steaminess of some of these letters, they remain anchored in the literary perceptions

of two writers. Even “afterwards,” as Anaïs Nin so delicately noted in her diary after a sexual

encounter, “we talked about our craft.”The volume begins in Switzerland, in February 1932,

when Anaïs Nin had escaped from the turmoil of her encounter with June. Henry Miller was in

Dijon, at the Lycée Carnot (a dismal experience, so vividly recalled in the final section of Tropic

of Cancer), trying to hold down the job as a répétiteur in English, which Hugh Guiler’s

intervention had secured for him, at the urgent pleading of his wife. It ends some twenty-one

years later with what might be called Anaïs Nin’s letter of “acceptance,” a brief, conciliatory

backward glance at their relationship. Providing new biographical insights, these letters lead us

into the quiet days of Clichy, into the “black-lace laboratory” where two writers honed their craft,

and made love. They give a sometimes farcical, sometimes moving account of the crisis of

1934–1935, when Anaïs Nin had left Paris to try her hand, in the shadow of Otto Rank, as a

psychotherapist in New York, while Miller, in the wake of his first book publication, had stayed

on, in his new home at 18 Villa Seurat, desperately missing her. They illuminate the

background in the 1940s, of Miller’s rediscovery of America, his “air-conditioned nightmare”

trip, sponsored largely by Anaïs Nin, which spelled the end of his last hopes of a life

together.The letters have been chosen for their inherent interest and their relevance, and in an

effort to provide a continuous narrative. They were deciphered and transcribed from copies of

the handwritten or typed originals, or from carbons, some with marginal additions by one or the

other writer. (The editor is grateful for the invaluable help of Barbara Ward in this long and

painstaking process.) Space limitations, even after the initial often difficult selection, made it

necessary to eliminate material peripheral to the personal story—lengthy discussions of

Dostoevsky, Proust, Joyce, D. H. Lawrence; detailed critiques of one another’s work-in-

progress; ruminations on films, books, and so on, often encased in letters of twenty or more

typed pages. Sometimes only portions of such letters are included, as indicated by editorial

elisions. Some important letters, previously published in part or somewhat altered, have been

restored to their complete original versions; some segments deleted from Miller’s Letters to

Anaïs Nin have been included here, along with a few letters essential to the overall narrative

that also appeared in the earlier collection.When Anaïs Nin, some years ago, entrusted the

editor with a large box containing the raw materials for this volume (a box, incidentally, neatly

decorated with copies of illustrations from her small volume Solar Barque), she also provided a

rough breakdown into years of these mostly undated letters. But accurate dating often proved

difficult, and some originals, unfortunately, defied all efforts of detection and could not be

included here. Some letters bore dates supplied subsequently, apparently, but these dates did

not always prove reliable when compared with available evidence. All dates given in square

brackets are those of the editor. Anaïs Nin’s original diaries for the 1930s provided invaluable

clues, thanks to Rupert Pole, Trustee of the Anaïs Nin Trust. They often contained excerpts

from, or references to, individual letters, but this evidence often appeared undated or in a

retrospective context, which made accurate dating difficult. In fact, Anaïs Nin herself pointed

out in her diary, in 1933: “If all my letters were put together they would reveal startling

contradictions.”In the main, as any reader will soon discover, the narrative of these letters is

self-contained, self-explanatory. Editorial footnotes and a biographical appendix have been

supplied. Where necessary they provide relevant biographical or bibliographical information or

fill apparent gaps in the chronology.Occasionally, in this spontaneous dialogue, questions are

asked and problems raised that receive no answer. They were quite obviously resolved in talk

instead of letters. At moments of crisis, of mood swings, Henry Miller would be on his new

bicycle on the way to Louveciennes. And Anaïs Nin did spend a great deal of her time in Paris,



especially after the demise of Louveciennes. These letters also rarely dwell on other

relationships either writer may have had at the time, aside from the obvious one between Anaïs

Nin and her husband. To unravel the labyrinthian complexities of Anaïs Nin’s ties to her two

psychoanalysts, Dr. Allendy and Dr. Rank, and to others, like Antonin Artaud and Gonzalo

More, to name but two, or Henry Miller’s quest for another June, another Anaïs, over the long

years of their correspondence, is beyond the scope of this volume.There are, inevitably, gaps in

chronology. More than half of this volume is taken up with the letters of the early 1930s, the

richest source of preserved material. Little or no correspondence seems to have survived from

the later 1930s, and the flow itself, diminished by the writers’ drawing apart, subsided to a

trickle in the 1940s. But the essential, cyclical pattern of the relationship by then had already

been established. In his book on Greece, written after war had forced him to return to America

in 1940 (with a ticket provided by Anaïs Nin), Henry Miller dwells on what an Athenian

soothsayer had pointed out to him: that his life had run in seven-year cycles. He had married

for the first time in 1916. Seven years later he had discovered June. In 1931 he had met Anaïs

Nin, and by 1938 the fires of desire apparently had been banked. “I had left Paris before the

war,” he recalled in The Colossus of Maroussi, a book devoid of women and filled with an

elegiac sense of acceptance, “knowing that my life there had come to an end. In the last year

or two in Paris I had been hinting to my friends that I would one day give up writing altogether,

give it up voluntarily—at the moment when I would find myself in the possession of the greatest

power and mastery.”Miller did not give up writing then, and during his American trip, from

California, he tried once more—less urgently—to keep alive the flames of his involvement with

Anaïs Nin. But the wild strength of his desire to write, to build a life with her was no longer

there. “There is an estrangement, not on my part, but on hers,” Miller wrote to his friend

Wallace Fowlie in January 1944. “She has lost faith in me—and just at the moment (tho’ she

was unaware of it) when I was putting up the most heroic battle of my life, the moment when,

had she been able to see through the airs, she would have been proud of me. She was to me,

and still is, the greatest person I have known—one who can truly be called a ‘devoted’ soul. I

owe her everything.”In the last letter included here, Anaïs Nin writes: “I see you clear of

distortions [now] and it makes me write you for the first time without the stiltedness due to

hardening of the personal vision. Probably if I had then the sense of humor I have today and if

you had then the qualities you have today, nothing would have broken.”The resolution of their

estrangement brought forth, in the years to come, a reaffirmation of their friendship as writers

and the continuation of the public silence about their romantic past. It validated, indeed, what

Anaïs Nin had written in her secret diary so long ago, on July 23, 1932, on a rainy afternoon in

the Tyrol, while her husband sat reading beside her:Henry is in my being for good even while I

so wisely contemplate the end of our love. I still see the friendship lasting, the almost life-long

tie. So it looks to me today—as if Henry is going to be part of my life for many years, even if he

is my lover only for a few months.GUNTHER STUHLMANNBecket, MassachusettsMay

1987[Glion sur Montreux, Switzerland]Wednesday, Feb. 3, 1932[Henry:]Dostoevsky in Siberia!

Henry in Dijon! From my fortress up in the place of frozen instincts (the Swiss), where I am not

trying to find sanity but the power to conceal my madness, I sent you a telegram which will

make you laugh, and 150 frs. The telegram is not unwise. Resign, Henry, that place is

impossible for you. Hugh* is coming here Friday and when he reads your letter he will

understand perfectly. Listen, old straw-Krans won’t mind because he has other men for the job.

You were sent down there under false pretenses, too. They had no right to say you would get

500 frs. and when you are there to say you will not get anything at all. I am sizzling with

indignation as I write. I read your letter while I took a walk this morning. You are unduly



sensitive too if you think your friends were relieved to have the problem of “you” settled, Henry.

I think everybody honestly believed you were going to be given the one perfect chance to write,

for a while, to digest the prodigious life you lead—or maybe, to make others digest it. I said:

“Come home to Louveciennes,” at least temporarily. I know it is no solution because it is

another form of exile, and you are not free enough, and the house is too far from Paris. I say

that because it means temporarily a place where you are sure to eat and sleep. Hugh will try

and find you another job. I said Wednesday because we will be home Wednesday, and also

because I fancy you can’t resign overnight. But if you want to run away from Siberia before, you

can go straight to Louveciennes. Emilia [the maid] will be only too glad to take care of you. I’ll

write her a note today. Use our room. Perhaps Hugh has written you the same thing—I imagine

not. Just as you know, when one is carried away the other must hold back, to create a balance,

just as you hold back when June* is carried away. Dostoevsky got something out of Siberia, but

from what you say, Dijon is not nearly as interesting. It is mesquin, meager, bloodless, small,

petty. Don’t stay there. Write me what you decide to do: Poste Restante, Glion sur Montreux,

Suisse. Home Wednesday.This letter must get to you immediately, so I keep all I wanted to

write you about you, June, and other things. If you come back, will talk, if you don’t come back

I’ll write you a lot. Don’t worry about the criticisms you give me. I love them and I believe in

them. You knew I cut out that chapter on whimsicality in the book on Lawrence?† You made me

realize its foolishness. Also, you are right about the analytical part in the second book. You’re

helping me.AnaïsLycée Carnot, DijonThursday [February 4, 1932]I don’t know where to begin!

My mind is flooded, saturated with material. Alors, I got your letter, the telegram. First of all,

bravo! I am immensely elated by the interest you take—and that is quite enough to sustain me.

It will not be necessary to return to Paris, or Louveciennes, tho’ certainly I deeply appreciate

your hospitality. Let us reserve the occasion—there may come a worse day. For the present I

feel sufficiently fortified to stick it out. . . .Perhaps I sounded like a crybaby. What a yawp I set

up! Damn it, I wasn’t supposed to fall into a bed of roses. So, if in the future I rave or rant, just

set it down to literary ebullience. Everything has its compensations. . . . Now that I have cleared

the deck with these practical explanations (and hell how I detest them) let me make other

apologies—and then to more interesting matters. First excuse the paper. I have good typewriter

paper which I am holding in reserve, and if you do not mind the lack of formality why O.K.

Maybe the random notes on the reverse side will titillate you. They are of no use to me any

more. Secondly, excuse the absence of salutation. I haven’t yet learned to call you by your first

name, and Miss Nin sounds so stiff, like an invitation to tea. I should like to say simply Anaïs,

but it takes time. (Osborn, for instance, is still Osborn.) How Germanic this is. . . .Since I shall

not be back to engage in long discussions (except perhaps during Easter, or will you be going

away then?) why let’s thrash things out by letter. The notes I sent you, after you read them,

please hold them. As I said, so much was left out of the novel.* I want to return to it,

supplement it by incorporating some of my material in the present book [Tropic of Cancer].

Naturally you have divined how precious this “Albertine” must be for me. Is not June very similar

—perhaps much more complicated, orchestrated as it were? How many more enigmas are

there for me to solve than was presented by Albertine? . . . God, it is maddening to think that

even one day must pass without writing. I shall never, never catch up. It is why, no doubt, I write

with such vehemence, such distortion. It is despair. . . .Yes, I hope, Anaïs, that you will write.

There is lots I have to say which does not fit into books. And I want to know what you think. I

come back again to your book, to my first, vivid impressions. Certain passages are of an

inestimable beauty. Above all a sureness, a grasp, a mature dexterity which I, alas, will never

attain. The very composition of your blood, your inheritance, has without your knowing it



perhaps saved you from problems and pains which most writers are obliged to suffer. You are

essentially the artist, whether you choose a small or a big canvas. You have a power, through

sheer feeling, that will captivate your readers. Only beware of your reason, your intelligence. Do

not attempt to resolve. . . . Don’t preach. No moral conclusions. There are none, anyway. Don’t

hesitate. Write! Keep on, even if you go from Switzerland to Timbuctoo, though why

Louveciennes shouldn’t suffice is an enigma to me. . . .Sincerely,Henry[Louveciennes]February

12, 1932[Henry:]Last night I read your novel on life with Blanche.* There were some passages

in it which were éblouissants—staggeringly beautiful. Particularly the description of a dream

you had, the description of the jazzy night with Valeska, the whole of the last part when the life

with Blanche comes to a climax. The last is deep, the feeling about illusion while Moloch

watches Blanche’s sobbing, the tragic desire for understanding in the center of the utmost

emotional brutality—the tremendous struggle to get deeper into your own feelings. Other things

are flat, lifeless, vulgarly realistic, photographic. Other things, the older mistress, Cora, even

Naomi, are pas dégrossis—not bom yet. There is a slapdash, careless rushing by. You have

gone a long way from that. Your writing had to keep pace with your living—and because of your

animal vitality, you lived too much. Now you feel the need of appui on what has been lived. You

observe in Proust what it is to relive by retrospection and introspection. I say beware just a little

of your hypersexuality! For you have that. You make me think of Casanova, except that in

between the erotic, Casanova was boring, while you, in between eroticism and even because

of it, you get profound. It astonishes me how delicately you can make distinctions between

women. There was a marvellous paragraph on that. Among one hundred women you will

distinguish five. It is more than Don Juan ever did. But I would say about fifty of these one

hundred are the cause for that embryonic writing. However, that hypersexuality which Blanche

used as an insult, I admire, because it is quite in proportion with the enormity of your mind,

your outsized thoughts, your torrential style (oh, that magnificent part where you describe

Moloch’s sudden eloquence), the volcanic novels and the unanswerable letters!I have a

strange sureness that I know just what should be left out, exactly as you knew what should be

left out of my book. I think the novel is worth weeding out. Would you let me? I’ll give it a form,

there is so much that is worth preserving and publishing. I’ll chisel it out a bit—you ought to be

proud of it. I know how much you yourself would hate to do it, because it is dead for you. I know

how much I have loathed working over the novel* you read because it is dead for me, how

much we both love to work on living, palpitating stuff, at white heat only. But I believe it is only

after the white heat that the story really ripens. The white heat re-creates the emotional

experience, but understanding does not crystallize at white heat. For instance, it was only lately

that I understand fully the experience I tried to describe in the book you read. I had forgotten to

insert parts which were very important and very significant:Why did I turn away from men who

deeply loved me and love only Alan [John Erskine] for two years? Why did his mistress

crumble after two years? Why did he love no one and was perpetually disappointed?The

woman [I] tells Duncan [Hugh]: I have sought a dominator.Do I not dominate you? asks

Duncan.No, she answers, because you love me.A man who dominates is a man who does not

love. He has a tremendous animal vitality, a force, which conquers. He conquers, people are

subjected by him, but he neither loves nor understands. He is just a force and he is filled with

his own strength. If he loves at all, it is a force like his own, and so again he loves his own kind

of strength, not the other, which is an infiltration. Watch the conqueror well, watch the man or

woman who dominates another: he is not the one who loves. The one who loves is the one

who is dominated. You love me, and so you cannot dominate me, and I being a woman sought

domination. But it is all over now. I see it as an impersonal force, an animal force, which no



longer has power over me. I even hate it now. I hate its lack of subtlety!And then sometimes,

you know, that power one is born with is not in accord with one’s desires, it is outside of one’s

self. I have sometimes suspected Alan of being annoyed at the effect of his force. It flatters his

vanity to be loved, yes, but in reality he does not want to be loved because if you are loved you

must love in return and that he cannot do. Women make the mistake of loving him because

they are dominated by him. He prefers, deep down in himself, to be resisted, on his own

grounds, with almost an indifference to love as you and I understand it, with a certain

toughness. He hates the way women crumble before him, he hates it. I have seen him hate

Mary too, because she too has crumbled.I don’t know what you’ll make of this, because such

“dryness” is so far removed from your own character. Though I think you can destroy a woman,

too, but for other reasons.AnaïsCan you work on my portable! Will it solve your problem for a

while? Do you know anybody I could sent the prospectus of my book on Lawrence to? It will be

out in two weeks.Lycée Camot, DijonFriday [February 12, 1932]Anaïs:At midnight last night my

table was so littered with notes that, unable to digest it all and frame a coherent letter, I gave

up in despair and went to bed. The room has become infinitely more habitable since (after two

weeks) I discovered that the light could be manipulated. I must tell you that the big coal box in

my room is an object which I look at with a deal of affection. It is the best object in the

room. . . .One of my notes says: “Correct Anaïs’ English.” Do you want me to do that, or would

Hugo consider that I am encroaching on his private domain? Furthermore, and this is more

important, would it “cramp your style” if I were to do so? I think it fairly important to apprise you

of your errors, since you are making English your language. Nothing is more embarrassing at

times, and more provocative of ridicule, than these queer twists which betray one’s ignorance

of the language. I suspect you want to come as near perfection as possible in this matter; and

you know I’m no stickler for grammar, syntax, commas etc. No, it is only when the meaning is

distorted or the beauty marred that I would hazard a friendly counsel. . . .I sent a second letter

to Switzerland, same address, did you get it? And did I enclose the book list I had promised?

Don’t be terrified by the avalanche of mail. It is a bad habit of mine, and as I can do no work

with the pen it is just a way of letting off steam; Hugo, I hope, is not annoyed. Please have him

say so. He must not. In any case, I am not dropping them on his desk. They arrive at

Louveciennes, when commences a new life. But, I know how it can be sometimes. I should

hate to have him saying to himself—“More mail from that guy? What’s the meaning of all this? I

hope to Christ he croaks.”And having written this I immediately perceive that it sounds a little

like having a bad conscience, which I haven’t at all, my conscience being practically defunct.

No, I want Hugo to like me, to trust me always, to believe in me. It’s a little harder to get at him,

and then it was not he who put the first foot forward. That always makes things awkward. But

damn all that, Anaïs, but it is all for Hugo too, absolutely. And if I can write freely—without fear

of planting worms in the fruit, why fine. Hugo will either like me tremendously after a time, or

detest me. I think he will like me. And, if I may sound just another note before finishing with this

subject—you see I am extremely touchy, because I myself was so often placed in Hugo’s role;

the scars never seem to heal. But between you there is understanding. That is the big victory. I

am where Proust was, only with more complications, more facts, more mysteries, more terrors,

more of everything, except genius. You almost make me weep with your flattering words. No, I

am far from being the artist you imagine. Maybe there are in me possibilities—they have not yet

come to fruition. But your friendship, your wonderful sympathy is

everything. . . .Sincerely,Henry[Dijon]Saturday [February 13, 1932]Anaïs:Just received your two

letters and realize that you did get the second letter sent to Switzerland. . . . If the typewriter

has a standard American keyboard I certainly will be able to use it. . . . That you found the old



novel good in parts and that you think it could be doctored and made publishable is well. Sure I

would be delighted if you would go over it and prune it. Even if only a hundred pages remain

and they are good, why O.K. Perhaps I could reciprocate sometime by doing the same for

you. . . .You . . . make me laugh talking about Casanova. You don’t know yet what men are like,

pardon. I am fairly normal. It is true I swim in a perpetual sea of sex but the actual excursions

are fairly limited. I think it’s more like this—that I’m always ready to love, always hungry to love.

I’m talking about love, not just sex. And I don’t mind at all saturating my work with it—sex I

mean—because I’m not afraid of it and I almost want to stand up and preach about it, like that

nut in [Robinson Jeffers’s]The Women at Point Sur. He was cracked and people forgive that,

but I am quite sane, too sane almost, madly sane. No, I’ll stop explaining myself. I’ll let you

explain me to myself—that sounds intelligent and fantastic. Don’t worry about offending me—

that’s quite impossible. . . .HenryP.S. I must seem pretty nonchalant in the way I pass over your

gifts and aid. . . . It hurts me to know that you are pinching and scraping to aid me. I think

sometimes I am nothing but a big bum. Damn it, if I could find a way to earn a living I’d sell

myself for the remainder of my life. That’s honest![Louveciennes]Feb. 13, 1932Please

understand, Henry, that I am in full rebellion against my own mind, that when I live, I live by

impulse, by emotion, by white heat—June understood that.* My mind didn’t exist when we

walked insanely through Paris, oblivious to people, to time, to place, to others. It didn’t exist

when I first read Dostoevsky in my hotel room, and laughed and cried together, and couldn’t

sleep, and didn’t know where I was . . . but afterwards, understand me, when all basis, all

awareness, all control has been knocked out of my being, afterwards I make the tremendous

effort to rise again, not to wallow anymore, not to go on just suffering or burning, and I grasp all

things, June and Dostoevsky, and think. You got the thinking. Why should I make such an

effort? Because I have a fear of being like June exactly—I have a feeling against complete

chaos. I want to be able to live with June in utter madness, but I also want to be able to

understand afterwards, to grasp what I have lived through.I may be wrong. You see I can give

you a proof that the living madness is more precious to me than my thoughts: however much I

think of you I couldn’t give you what feelings I’ve lived through with June. I could give you

explanations, general talk, etc., but not the feelings themselves. I can also give you the only

criticism I could make of Dostoevsky, and there are in my journal four pages of my incoherent

feelings about the reading of The Possessed. Can you understand that? Only thought comes to

the surface, though very often, when your letter moves me, as I told you the very first time, I am

almost ready to give everything, just as that day when I was so upset and beside myself—the

first day you came—I was about to read you everything I had written in my journal—because

your own despair aroused my confidence in you. Forgive me. Do you remember what was the

first thing we did? We went out—I raved about the “healing” quality of the place. It was

laughable. We weren’t seeking to be healed, but I sought my mind again. I knew you were

suffering torture—I evaded plunging, because it meant plunging into my own torture, too. I say

again, I may be wrong. Yes, I am wrong. Today I exploded into fearful rebellion against analysis.

Even if the second movement in all my sonatas is extricating myself from chaos, even if I have

much of Gide in me, and that I may someday, like Lawrence, turn around and write my own

explanations of my books (because other people’s explanation of what is conceived in white

heat by the artist sickens me), even if I do that, understand me, what comes first is the artist,

the sensing through emotion, that envahissement by sensations which I feel and which breaks

me to pieces.You ask contradictory and impossible things. You want to know what dreams,

what impulses, what desires June has? You’ll never know it, not from her. No, she couldn’t tell

you. But do you realize what joy June took in my telling her what our feelings were—in that



special language. How could I do that? Because, because I am not sunk all the time, I am not

always just living, just following all my fantasies. Because I come up for air, for understanding. I

dazzled June because when we sat down together the wonder of the moment didn’t just make

me drunk—I lived it with the consciousness of the poet, mind you, not the consciousness the

dead-formula-making psychoanalysts would like to put their clinical fingers on—oh, not that,

no, a consciousness of acute senses (more acute than the drugged ones). We went to the

edge, with our two imaginations. We died together. But—June continues to live and die—and I

—(oh, god, I hate my own work, I’d much rather just live)—I sit down and try to tell you—to tell

you that I’d much rather go on living ecstatically and unknowing to you—to all—and you beat

your head against the wall of our world, yes, and it is I because of my demoniac creative power

of realization and coordinating mystery—I who will tear veils. But not yet. I don’t want to. I love

my mystery, I love the abstract, fuyant world I live in as long as I don’t begin my work, the

forcing out of delicate, profound, vague, obscure, voluptuously wordless sensations into

something you can seize on—perhaps never. Perhaps I’ll renounce my mind, my works, my

effort, and merely live, suffer, wallow, elude your knowledge, your seizure of either June or me.

Why do you want more clarity, more knowledge—you do not ask it of Dostoevsky—you thank

god for the living chaos. Why then do you want to know more about June? Because you too

are a writer, and mysteries inspire you but they must be dominated, conquered.A little irony. It

was you the writer who gave June the words with which she praised & described me. It was

something about “her figure bore a faint resemblance to the beautiful Byzantine moths in silk

and fur. . . .” I found it in the first novel. For the painters I had always been “a Byzantine.” I was

amazed at June’s uncanny description of the “splendor of subtle oriental sophistication”

etc.She had promised to write me a great deal. She has not written. Has she written you, and

do you have an address you can give me? Yes I want to write her.Don’t worry about the effects

of your correcting my English. Nothing could make me conscious—but you will not be rewarded

because on days like today I would write you any way at all—and I don’t really care, as long as

you understand. I don’t care about beautiful or perfect English. If it comes out perfect or

beautiful—very well—and I’m willing to work, but you know, I don’t care enough about just that

—I’m so full, so excited, so feverish—language will always drag and lag behind. I don’t even

read over my letters to you. Your poor sensitive English ears! The kindness in your help, I

realize that.Please buy extra coal and wood.I’ll answer the rest of your letter

tomorrow.Anaïs[Dijon]Sunday [February 21, 1932][Anaïs:]Encore une et c’est fini, la grande

correspondance.I’m quitting—happy as a convict getting his release.I received a telegram and

letter from my friend Fred [Perlès]* saying that the editor offered me a permanent job on the

Tribune as assistant finance editor.† Salary to start 1,200 frs. [about $ 45.00] a month (pas

beaucoup!) but a chance for an increase soon. The hours are 8:30 P.M. to 1:00A.M. (my hours)

and the work easy.What could I do but accept? It means a sort of independence, Paris, and

life. I will be able to write as the day is mine. And I get a day off a week. . . . My address

temporarily will be c/o Chicago Tribune, 5 Rue Lamartine, Paris. Excuse haste—mailing this in

a hurry.Henry[Louveciennes]Feb. 22, 1932[Henry:]When you said about Dostoevsky: “It is a

pity that we shall never have the opportunity again to read or see a man placed at the very

core of mystery and by his flashes not merely illuminating things for us, but showing us the

depths, the immensity of the darkness . . .” I thought how much this meant to me, and that it

was what I really felt about D. H. Lawrence, and that it was the darkness which attracted me . . .

don’t you think it ‹ so about Lawrence? And another reason why I could not live with

Dostoevsky alone, and had to find something else, is that in Lawrence the “darkness” was

mostly sexual—and there is not quite enough sexuality in Dostoevsky. Implied, yes, suggested,



shown by passions, proved by death—mais la sexualité presque toujours clans l’ombre,

whereas it is that which Lawrence tried to bring out of the darkness. And you too—I love that

about your work as much as I love life itself. I use the word “sexual” in the sense which includes

love—that is why when I talked about Casanova I didn’t mean to compare at all his sexuality

and your frank sensualism or sensual love. You had a right to say that if I could find a

resemblance I didn’t know men. The resemblance only occurred to me numerically speaking!

And then you say: “Gide has mind, Dostoevsky has the other thing, and it is what Dostoevsky

has that really matters.” For you and for me, the highest moment, the keenest joy is not when

our minds dominate but when we lose our mind—and you and I both lose it in the same way,

by love.We have lost our minds—to June. Both you and I would follow her into death . . . at

moments. She has destroyed reality. She has destroyed conscience. (You say you haven’t any—

I say I haven’t any, but it is not so true about us as it is about June. Example: Why are you

always so thoughtful of Hugh, so considerate?) June is not bothered by truth. She invents her

life as she goes along—she sees no difference between fiction and reality. How we love that in

her—she takes the imagination seriously. At moments you want to follow June into death, but

at others you react violently with a vigorous assertion of your own magnificent livingness.

Unknowingly, you have been pushing me into the darkness. I didn’t need much pushing. One

little word from you against mind . . . Do you understand? My being is breaking up, crumbling. I

thought my reason for being was mind. I thought it too easy (at least for me) to be exalted, to

live on the edge of death as June does, to give until death . . . the hardest thing is to stop

suddenly, to stop because someone appeals piteously to your reason as to one’s greatest gift. I

wanted, when someone turned pleadingly to me, to understand, lucidly. Pouvoir, au milieu de la

folie, redevenir humaine et pitoyable. But every day I have less power to do so.He who has the

courage to hurt . . . for great reasons . . . he alone does good. That is June. Someday I may

share June’s madness entirely, entirely. Question my mind before it is gone!I’m raving—you

won’t mind. I sometimes have the feeling you go through the same tiraillements.I was trying to

answer your warm, gorgeous letter.Goethe—it’s amusing how we agree about Goethe. The

man who sought out serenity and sanity. I hardly know him, and I hate him.But I also hate

Nietzsche. I wish you would tell me something that would make me understand him. I began

with Zarathustra—fatuous language, and the world full of “tougher and merrier” men! Alan

[John Erskine] was a superman who wrote letters like this: “Mary has found a good outfit of

servants and so the household is running smoothly. We will move uptown in October. I showed

your letters to Mary and she thought they were charming, and so foreign. You must write me

often and tell me how you are etc.” (I’m sorry, I shouldn’t tell you this except that you told me

about Bertha [Schrank]’s* letters!)Apropos of “gifts”—urte fois pour toute, please pass them

over nonchalantly—don’t even say thanks—will you? Or I shall have to balance our accounts

and show you what I owe you. I don’t want any accounts.Do you know, I wish you were called

“Heinrich” (I saw the notes on your ancestors). German has a flavor for me such as French has

for you. And what about Russian? I’m learning Russian. Yet my friend Natasha [Troubetskoia]†

swears that Dostoevsky was a great liar and you could hardly find a Nastasia, an “idiot,” or a

Stavrogin in Russia. It’s the sombemess she denies. She is highly temperamental, cruel,

perverse, tyrannical, fantastic, but not somber. Her lover is a “tough and merry” superman. She

is trying to take away from me my image of Russia, as I try to dissolve your image of

France.Tell me something. You have a feeling for the macabre—your imagination is attracted by

certain grim images. Did you tell Bertha that living with June was like carrying a corpse about?

Do you really mind June’s neuroses, and illness, or are you merely cursing at what enslaves

you?I wanted you to get this letter when you were about to begin the calculations. It might help



—or again, it might not!Did you observe the difference between the colors June and I love?

She loves violet, which is the symbol of death. I love warm tones, blood tones, red, which is life.

What do you expect me to give June?Anaïs[Louveciennes]February 25, 1932Henry:Perhaps

you didn’t realize it, but for the first time today you shook and startled me out of a dream. All

your notes, your stories of June never hurt me. Nothing hurt me until you touched on the

source of my terror: June and influences on June. What is June? Is there a June? When you

talked about hating “Broadway,” and that when you first met June she was just about to go

Broadway—that without you she would have; when I realized that you met her and gave her

most of what made her dazzle me, your influence—the terror. I have when I remember her talk

and sense through it how much loaded she is with the riches of others, all the others who love

her beauty. Even “Count Bruga” was Jean’s creation.* When we were together June said: “You

will invent what we will do together.” I was ready to give her everything I have ever invented and

created, from my house, my costumes, my jewelry to my writing—my imaginings, my life. I

would have worked for her alone.The words she used were yours, the fantasie belonged to

Nastasia.Understand me. I worship her. I accept everything she is, but she must be. I only

revolt if there is no June (as I wrote the first night I met her). Don’t tell me that there is no June

except the physical June, don’t tell me, because you must know: you have lived with her.I never

feared until today what our two minds would discover together. But what a poison you distilled—

perhaps the very poison which is in you. Is that your terror too—do you feel haunted and yet

deluded, as by a creation of your own brain? Is it a fear of an illusion you fight with crude

words. Tell me she is not just a beautiful image. Sometimes when we talk I feel that we are

trying to grasp her reality. She is unreal even to us—even to you who have possessed her, and

to me whom she has kissed.I didn’t know why I couldn’t write her. Now I know: I doubt what I

mean to her except when she is here, by my side. I haven’t written because I sensed Jean in

the background—June showing Jean my letter—a different June, another June, not mine. And I

want to let her move on, as you move on, I don’t want to hold her. Pride perhaps.These days I

live only either in ecstasy or in maddening pain. Tonight after our talk, it was

pain.Anaïs[Louveciennes][February 26, 1932][Henry:]This will be a test of the efficacy of

writing you care of the Tribune. Unfortunately we won’t be able to meet on Sunday. There is an

internal revolution at home. My mother won’t live any longer in the house of a person capable

of writing such a “dirty” book as my study of Lawrence. She is in terror of my influence on

Joaquin.*This may all seem laughable, almost naif to you. It is almost incredible. There will not

be peace until the third “divorce” is settled (first from Father, secondly from my older brother

because he showed interest in his father, then from me). Sunday we have to help them look for

a home.Call me up as soon as you find time to come, or we can meet in Paris and have a talk.

Next week almost every afternoon I’m posing for a Russian painter in Montparnasse.If this gets

to you I’ll mail you [Rainer Maria Rilke’s]The Notebooks of M. L. Brigge and I’ll finish answering

your last letter.A.[Louveciennes][March 1, 1932][Henry:]I never wrote you a small enough letter

to send you this—something to amuse you, like the nails!I can’t see you Thursday because it is

a holiday but Hugh wants you to come Sunday evening for supper—and I can be at the [Café]

Rotonde Friday about 4:30. I forgot to tell you yesterday that Hugh does not read all the letters I

get. Don’t tear anything up: it creates blanks, silences—like the dashes of [Paul] Valéry.Can

you read this ink, made of distilled Andalusian blood?Did the chameleon change color again

yesterday in the Rotonde?What a contrast between our lives. Last night your notes

overwhelmed me. So much stuff to be assimilated and transformed and brooded on—and you

want peace so that your imagination may penetrate all that heavy material, and I am running

away from peace and have begun to live like you and June. And both kinds of lives lead to the



same madness.AnaïsLook at my coat of arms and the symbols on it.[Louveciennes][March 2,

1932][Henry:]The woman will sit eternally in the tall black armchair. I will be the one woman

you will never have . . . excessive living weighs down the imagination: we will not live, we will

only write and talk to swell the sails.[Anaïs]Chez les Vikings, Taverne Scandinave29 et 31, rue

Vavin, Paris VI[March 4, 1932]Anaïs:Three minutes after you have gone. No, I can’t restrain it. I

tell you what you already know—I love you. It is this I destroyed over and over again. At Dijon I

wrote you long, passionate letters—if you had remained in Switzerland I would have sent them

—but how could I send them to Louveciennes?Anaïs, I can’t say much now—I am in a fever. I

could scarcely talk to you because I was continually on the point of getting up and throwing my

arms around you. I was in hopes you wouldn’t have to go home for dinner—that we might go

somewhere to dine and dance. You dance—I have dreamed of that over and over—I dancing

with you, or you alone dancing with head thrown back and eyes half shut. You must dance for

me that way. That is your Spanish self—the distilled Andalusian blood.I am sitting in your place

now and I have raised your glass to my lips. But I am tongue-tied. What you read to me is

swimming over me. Your language is still more overwhelming than mine. I am a child compared

to you, because when the womb in you speaks it enfolds everything—it is the darkness I adore.

You were wrong to think that I appreciated the literary value alone. That was my hypocrisy

talking. I have not dared until now to say what I think. But I am plunging—you have opened the

void for me—there is no holding back.Without you realizing it, I have been living with you

constantly. But I have been afraid to admit it—I thought it would terrify you. Today I had planned

to bring you to my room and show you the water colors. But it seemed so sordid, leading you to

my miserable hotel. No, I can’t do that. You will lead me somewhere—to your shack, as you call

it. Lead me there so that I may put my arms around you.And I lie, Anaïs, when I tell you that I

do not want to worship you. Did you expect me to tell you these things? When I saw [Marcel

Pagnol’s film]Marius, I was dreaming of you—you are like that boat going out to sea, and your

sails are full spread, and the sunlight is playing all over you. And like Marius, I have joined the

boat at the eleventh hour—I have jumped out the back window and raced to the wharf.Still, I

don’t know how much I dare write you in spite of your permission. I have a feeling that I may be

committing sacrilege, but then that can’t be. My instincts must be right. Nevertheless, I await

hungrily some word from you. Yes, you have told me, over and over again, in a hundred

different ways, but I am slow, Anaïs, slow perhaps because it is such delicious torture. It is like

waiting to see you rise from your throne.And about Hugo—Anaïs, I can’t think of Hugo. It is

impossible to think of him and of you. Please don’t lie to yourself now. Not before me!I may call

you tomorrow and let you know that this is waiting for you. I would call you immediately, only

that Hugo will be there.There is a telephone at my hotel, but I don’t know the number, and I am

afraid it is not listed in the book. At any rate, if you should succeed in calling, the number of my

room is 40.Then I won’t see you Sunday. That is hard, too. But it is better—you are

right.Henry[Hotel Central, 1 bis Rue du Maine, Paris 14]Sunday, 1:30 A.M. [March 6,

1932]Anaïs:The most gruelling pace tonight. Have just been to the Trois Portes for a couple of

beers. Trembling as I swallow them, from the pace at which I worked. Absolutely dizzy with

figures . . . dizzy, dizzy, I tell you. And the strange thing is I don’t mind it. I got keyed up. But all

the while I’m working I’ve got to tear myself out of a coma. You called me just after I had

started and luckily I was switched to a private room. But I couldn’t think about the figures

afterwards. I had blind spots. I called you this evening, not about the telegram but to tell you I

had sent the letter, and as you will know when you get this, I sent it from the Viking

immediately after you left. And today, bundled up in a bathrobe, an overcoat, a muffler and hat,

I sat down and wrote ten pages more for the book [Tropic of Cancer]. The woman I described



leaning out of the window—I wanted to say that she was Spanish. I am filled with Spain. You

don’t know how often I encounter the word “Madrid” or “Barcelona”—even here at the office.

When I come to dollars against the pound, the lire, etc. I come to Madrid and then I halt. I go

dead. But it isn’t just here, it’s everywhere. I go to the Rotonde bar and there are Spaniards

shouting and arguing. Spain again. Anaïs. I go to the bar for a drink and the messenger who

delivers me the Havas [news agency] reports mentions a girl he wants to introduce to me—he

is a pimp on the side. She comes from Seville. I was in the Café l’Avenue the other night and

there was a pregnant woman sitting beside me. She opened her coat to show me her stomach

—eight months under way. Some dirty Spaniard, she said, deserted her, and there she was

high and dry, would I give her a hundred sous so that she could eat. I won’t have time to say

everything. I’m a little crazy from the excitement of the day. I talked to your maid over the

telephone and she didn’t understand me very well, so I said,” Vous étes espagnole, n’est-ce

pas?” Alors, je suis M. Miller. Bon! Crazy, crazy. [. . .]Anaïs, you’ve started the sap flowing. I am

not responsible for what I say or do any more. Listen, you will get the letter and you may be

disappointed. It is such a small part of what I had to say to you, and I haven’t still the courage

that I should have. Why, damn it, why? You have given me permission. But do you expect all

that I am going to say? You read me your notes—yes, yes, there is a difference between what I

write and what I say, what I do. Let us say, there has been.Anaïs, I am being constantly

interrupted. I will try to continue at home. They are curious here that I should be writing so

often. They think I am a glutton for punishment. They ask me why don’t I go home. Anaïs, I

could stay here all night writing you. I see you before me constantly, with your head down and

your long lashes lying on your cheeks. And I feel very humble. I don’t know why you should

single me out—it puzzles me. But I don’t want to examine too closely. You have fired me and

now I can never again be what I was before, just your friend. Was I ever just that? It seems to

me that from the very first, when you opened the door and held out your hand, smiling, I was

taken in, I was yours. June felt it too. She said immediately that you were in love with me, or

else I with you. But I didn’t know myself that it was love. I spoke about you glowingly, without

reserve. And then June met you and she fell in love with you, and I was a little unhappy, not

because of June, but because of you. And when I came and wept in your house, when I walked

through the woods with you, underneath all my sorrow and despair was a deep desire to put

my arms around you, to have you love me. But almost your first words froze me. You said “we

miss her.” There was a moment of horror—you know all that, I don’t have to explain. But I did

not turn away from you. For the first time in my life I was listening to someone say these things

without hating that someone. I could have forgiven you anything . . . I can still.Back in the room

and still feverish. Have looked everywhere for the letter. I can’t write you yet. I hear the

dynamos going outside the window. And there is a strange phenomenon outside—a building

glowing like hot metal and beyond it a house pure white, milky, the rest floating in charcoal. I

look around my room to see what I can offer you; I see only my silly water colors and notes—

notes everywhere, and on the backs your name—show this to Anaïs, ask Anaïs, see

Anaïs. . . .I have been to bed and can’t sleep. Up again, shivering, with a desire to write you. It

is dawn and everything is bluish. In front of me are some excerpts from Thomas Hardy. They

are almost the last I have been guarding, and now here, what do I see—“He returned to the

room and sat as watchers sit on Old-Midsummer Eves, expecting the phantom of the Beloved.”

I will bring the notes with me. They are for you. And you, will you make me a copy of those lines

you read from your journal? They were magnificent—and I think it is their magnificence that

inhibits me more than anything. How, after listening to them, can I ever write you anything

adequate?Fragments race through my mind—I can’t think anything through. Your saying once



that the Spanish woman liked her man to come to her with the smell of wine on his lips . . .

Saying that you wanted to know a “rake,” to understand what such a creature was like . . .

Description of yourself walking through Paris and the tips of your breasts taut and tingling.

Feeling, as I read your book, that for the first time I was going to know what are a woman’s

sensations in love . . . Asking myself over and over, does she look at men always with those

steady eyes? . . . And then, invitation to walk through the country—to walk, not through the

country, but to some obscure inn, to waylay you with wine, smell put your Arab blood. Your

blood—I want a smear of it to put under the microscope. Once you came within a foot of me,

face to face, the back of a chair between us—how did I ever restrain myself? And there were

other times I felt only your mind, and your mind is slippery, it gets between my thoughts and I

have to squirt sand or the wheels will slip. . . . Fear that you are coming close to me as you

would to some monster, that you are studying me—heretofore I have always done the studying.

[. . .]Henry[Louveciennes][March 9, 1932][Henry:]I did not mean to burn you yesterday—I was

lying as in a dream—and so dissolved I could not hear you rising—I clung to a prolongation of

that moment. When I think of it now I feel a kind of pain to have burned you—say that you

forgive me—it was unconscious.I can’t write to you, Henry, though I was awake last night telling

you—all night—of that man I discovered yesterday . . . the man I sensed with my feelings the

first moment—all the mountains of words, writings, quotations have sundered—I only know

now the splendor, the blinding splendor of your room—and that unreal moment—how can a

moment be at once so unreal and so warm—so warm.There is so much you want to know. I

remember your phrase: “Only whores appreciate me.” I wanted to say: you can only have blood-

consciousness with whores, there is too much mind between us, too much literature, too much

illusion—but then you denied there had been only mind. . . .My face makes you think that all my

expectations go up, up . . . but you know now that it is not only my mind which is aware of

you.Aware of you, chaotically. I love this strange, treacherous softness of you which always

turns to hatred. How did I single you out? I saw you with that intense selective way—I saw a

mouth that was at once intelligent, animal, and soft . . . strange mixture—a human man,

sensitively aware of everything—I love awareness—a man, I told you, whom life made drunk.

Your laughter was not a laughter which could hurt, it was mellow and rich. I felt warm, dizzy,

and I sang within myself. You always said the truest and deepest things—slowly—and you

have a way of saying, like a southerner—hem, hem—trailingly, while off on your own

introspective journey—which touched me.Just before that I had sought, as I told you, suicide.

But I waited to meet you, as if that would solve something—and it did. When I saw you I

thought, here is a man I could love. And I was no longer afraid of feelings. I couldn’t go through

with the suicide (idea of killing off romanticism), something held me back. I can only move

wholly.I don’t know if it was love—there was a long moment of interruption—the love for June.

Henry—the love for June is still there. I couldn’t bear seeing her [photograph] yesterday. She

possesses us both—everything else is only a temporary victory.I thought I was in love with your

mind and genius (I read you what I thought of your mind and writing)—chaos only with June. I

felt your mind watching me. I didn’t want love because it is chaos, and it makes the mind

vacillate like wind-blown lanterns. I wanted to be very strong before you, to be against you—

you love so to be against things. I love to be for things. You make caricatures. It takes great

hate to make caricatures. I elect, I love—the welling of love stifles me at night—as in that

dream which you struggled to make real yesterday—to nail down, yes, with your engulfing

kiss.When you will feel me veiled, holding back, Henry, it is June. What power you had that first

day, tearing from me pages from my journal about her. You do not know to what extent I guard

myself, and my feelings. It is strange how you get truth from me.Henry, I too want to sit and



write you a long time, as if it represented a closeness to you. I didn’t tell you the joy I felt at your

return from Dijon, what a joy, acute, I feel when you act spontaneously as I do. And what a joy

again when, in the center of the madness, you say unexpectedly something very deep, the

sudden illuminations of living, the lantern never quite blown out—I love that too. Dark living and

that awareness—I appreciate that—don’t you understand—like an intensification of all

pleasures. I love the creator in you, too—who enriches and expands living in ways nobody else

understands. I love the sincere and the insincere (I was delighted when you wrote me once and

in the middle of the letter became aware it would make a preface!).On se penetre non par les

sensations mais par la pensée, I wonder.I won’t be at Natasha’s place tomorrow—write me—or

call me at home in the evening just to tell me what you want to say or do. I’ll just say “yes” or

“no” if anyone is around. I’m afraid I càp’t see you tomorrow, Wednesday, and yet I have so

much to tell you about that portion of your book—the last—which is extraordinary.A.[Hotel

Central, Paris]1.30 A.M. [March 10, 1932]Anaïs:I was stunned when I got your note this

morning. Nothing I can ever say will match these words. To you the victory—you have silenced

me—I mean so far as expressing these things in writing goes. You don’t know how I marvel at

your ability to absorb quickly and then turn about, rain down the spears, nail it, penetrate it,

envelop it with your intellect. The experience dumbed me. I felt a singular exaltation, a surge of

vitality, then of lassitude, of blankness, of wonder, of incredulity . . . everything, everything.

Coming home I kept remarking about the Spring wind—everything had grown soft and balmy,

the air licked my face, I couldn’t gulp down enough of it. And until I got your note I was in a

panic . . . I was afraid you would disavow everything. But as I read—I read very slowly because

each word was a revelation to me—I thought back to your smiling face, to your sort of innocent

gaiety, something I had always sought for in you but never quite realized. There were times you

began this way—at Louveciennes—and then the mind crashed through and I would see the

grave, round eyes and the set purse of your lips, which used almost to frighten me, or, at any

rate, always intimidated me.You make me tremendously happy to hold me undivided—to let me

be the artist, as it were, and yet not forgo the man, the animal, the hungry, insatiable lover. No

woman has ever granted me all the privileges I need—and you, why you sing out so blithely, so

boldly, with a laugh even—yes, you invite me to go ahead, be myself, venture anything. I adore

you for that. That is where you are truly regal, a woman extraordinary. What a woman you are! I

laugh to myself now when I think of you. I have no fear of your femaleness. And that you burned

—I want that—I would not have it otherwise. You see, in spite of all my intimations, I was not

quite prepared for the tempest you invoked. That moment in the room when, standing and

swaying, you clung to me with your very womb, it seemed, that blinded me. And then do you

know what happened later—you will forgive me, I hope—the blood on your face kept reminding

me of the garden scene in [Luis Buñuel’s film]L’Age d’Or and I was growing frantic and

hysterical. Then I remember vividly your dress, the color and the texture of it, the voluptuous

airy spaciousness of it—precisely what I would have begged you to wear had I been able to

anticipate the moment. I was aware, too, of all that you hint at but tremendously relieved that

you treated these things (I am about to say brazenly)—but no, it was nonchalantly.And today, in

the most precious good health, I had very languorous, pleasurable sensations of aches in my

arms—from holding you so tightly. It dawned on me very very slowly. I wish I could retain

it.Anaïs, I am sending you this note to the other address.* In my crude way I have a certain

feeling of delicacy which prevents me from sending such things to Louveciennes. You will

understand, I hope. I am enclosing more of Fred’s manuscript, and some more of mine, too.

Note how you were anticipating what I wrote today—I refer to your words about “caricature . . .

hate etc.” I will call around noon tomorrow, and if I don’t succeed in getting you I may phone



you again in the evening. I am timid about that sort of thing, or is it false delicacy? I don’t know.

When I phone I shall be able to say if it is possible to meet tomorrow—you see I am not yet

straightened out with the police about my working card—the red tape is

endless.Henry[Paris]Friday [March 11, 1932][Anaïs:]Before starting—just begged ten minutes

for this note—terribly, terribly alive, pained, and feeling absolutely that I need you. Allowed the

silence deliberately, feeling a great need to withdraw into myself, to write, and a thousand

things intervening.Switch to another machine, frightful; the French machine::: god damn, and

me drunk with desire to write you. listen; I’ll call you in the morning: tonight I’ll write or bust: But

I must see you. I see you bright and wonderful and at the same time I have been writing to

June and all torn apart but you will understand: you must understand. I’ll go down in the break

and put in a call. Anaïs, stand by me. Don’t let the silences worry you: you are all around me

like a bright flame, nothing but semi-colons can’t find periods or apostrophes. No carbon of this

either: fine: drunk::: drunk with life::: Anaïs by Christ: if you knew what I am feeling now.This

one was [written] on arriving [at the office]. Now 3:20 A.M. in Fred’s room—all the zest gone &

destroyed by figures. Fred is in bed with Gaby of chambre 48. She’s laid out like a corpse. I feel

sorry for her. Tell her to sleep.Have just read Fred’s pages on me—they are good—I think you

will say so too. (You know I would like all his mss. back—they are for me, and he would be hurt

if I didn’t keep them.) Wanted to telephone you tonight but when I was free to go out it was a

little after ten and I was afraid you would be in bed. It seemed strange not to see any mail from

you, not to hear your voice. Now Saturday and Sunday will have to pass without sign of you. All

day yesterday I spent dealing with the police and the real estate company. Nothing is certain

yet about my working card. Today I stubbornly refused to let anything interfere with writing. I

thought I could carry on after work but no, I was quite exhausted.I don’t like writing you

scratchy notes like this—I want space and time for you—but now it is Paris and everything is

squeezed up like an accordéon. One must elbow even for time.Anaïs, drinking the wine diluted

now—it is near the end. Overpowered again. This table is so rich—everything imaginable on it

—typewriter, food, water colors. Gaby’s belt and sweater. Fred’s mss., flatiron, Rona’s

medallion, alcohol lamp, Goethe, dossiers, pocketbook, pipes, etc. etc. Inards. I have a

sandwich in my hand. Gaby is dead to the world. I’m sitting on her fur coat—Fred says it’s

alright.I want to get more familiar with you. I love you—I loved you when you came and sat on

the bed—all that second afternoon was like warm mist—and I hear again the way you say my

name—with that queer accent of yours.You arouse in me such a mixture of feelings. I don’t

know how to approach you. Only come to me—get closer and closer to me. It will be beautiful, I

promise you. I like so much your frankness—a humility almost. I could never hurt that.I had a

thought tonight that it was to a woman like you I should have been married. Or, is it that love, in

the beginning, always inspires such thoughts? I don’t have a fear that you will want to hurt me.

I see that you have a strength, too—of a different order, more elusive. No, you won’t break. I

talked a lot of nonsense—about your frailty. I have been a little embarrassed always. But less

so the last time. It will all disappear. You have such a delicious sense of humor—I adore that in

you. I want always to see you laughing. It belongs to you. I have been thinking of places we

ought to go together—little, obscure places, here and there in Paris. Just to say—here I went

with Anaïs—here we ate, or danced, or got drunk together. Ah, to see you really drunk

sometime—that would be a treat! I am almost afraid to suggest it—but, Anaïs, when I think of

how you press against me, how eagerly you open your legs and how wet you are, God, it

drives me mad to think what you would be like when everything falls away. Yesterday, going to

the police, waiting in line here and there, I thought of you, of your pressing your legs against

me standing up, of the room tottering, of falling on you in darkness and knowing nothing. And I



shivered and groaned with delight. I wanted to run and telephone you—and then it was my tum

to march to the window.I am thinking that if the weekend must pass without seeing you it will

be unbearable. If this letter reaches you on Saturday—if I get up in time—or can phone you—

tell me whether we can meet, and if needs be I can come to Louveciennes Sunday—anything,

but I must see you, be near you. But act, Anaïs—don’t be afraid to treat me coolly. It will be

enough to stand near you, to look at you admiringly. Don’t venture too much. Just let me be

there—if possible, arrange so that we can all go into Paris together. Oh, I don’t care, don’t

arrange anything. Don’t do anything that will hurt you, compromise you. I love you, that’s

all.Henry[Paris]Sunday, 9.30 P.M. [March 13, 1932]Anaïs:The gate was locked and I had to turn

away from Louveciennes. Foolishly I thought you would be waiting for me! In the afternoon I

tried calling you but was told the phone was disconnected Sundays. At six I gathered up my

copy and rushed away—caught the train without.a ticket. Figured it all out, what I was going to

say to Hugh—I was going to sweep him off his feet and carry you both back to Paris. The last

thing in the world I expected was a dark house. I couldn’t believe it. How different it all seemed

then when I paced the station platform—I remembered distinctly each time I had waited for the

train—your gestures, your words. And now I saw only the stars. My night off! Christ, I couldn’t

believe that I would not see you. I called my hotel to see if there was any message. Rien!Now I

am at [Café] Monsieur Paul’s. This is the place—and I find in the writing tablet a photo, which

will show you Mme. Paul’s honest face. What am I going to do tonight? This will be a restless

night. I don’t care what happens. I am cruelly disappointed.[Henry][Paris]Thursday, 1:00 A.M.

[March 17, 1932][Anaïs:]Have had about six hours’ sleep in the last two days. As you will see

from the pneumatique I am installed temporarily at the [Hotel] Cronstadt, just across the street

from the office. The Cronstadt looks like what a French hotel should look like. But let me go

back a pace. I begin somewhere either yesterday or day before, sitting in the anteroom of a

physician’s office at eight o’clock in the morning. Expect a long examination—for my working

card—but instead am asked to take off my shirt and be vaccinated; thirty francs, and voilà, I’m

en règle. At ten o’clock M. [James] King is waiting with his Ford downstairs at the Hotel Central.

We are going to Suresnes for some beds, etc. It’s a wonderful day, and though the house is

locked at Suresnes, we are not deterred. First, M. King drives me up to a villa that he was to

own, on the street called Rue de l’Hippodrome, I believe. The villa is called “Villa Henry,” and à

côté is one called “Villa Andrée.” We start for Marly le Roi, where there is a cabin in the woods

with two divans. In order to take a short cut M. King drives through the woods itself, on the soft

greensward. The car bucks like a bronco and we shout and sing as we knock down the

underbrush. Then we come to a gate at the edge of the woods; the gate is locked, but M. King,

who can accomplish everything, has a big key for the gate. There stands the little shack—no

windows, but the roof is tar-papered. We pile the beds and mattresses and a folding table and

three chairs on the automobile and start back. On the way we stop off at the gas company and

the Lumière Nord and we register and pay deposits. We visit the bank so as to put in enough

money to cover the check we are going to give the Société du Champ de Mars. We visit every

conceivable sort of company which caters to locataires. M. King is only loaning us the divans.

He prizes the mattresses even more, though they have big holes in them, because of

sentimental reasons. The wool was sheared from sheep who grazed on the plains of Armenia,

where M. King comes from. M. King is a pseudonym. He is “Peter Pickem” in the Chicago

Tribune. He picks the winners at Auteuil and other places.I forgot—on the way to Marly he told

us a story. It was a story about a plongeur who was poor and illiterate. He was in love with an

Armenian girl who worked as a bonne. One day they decided to get married, and it was then

that M. King’s mother insisted on the girl and boy having some property of their own. So, with



the ten thousand francs which the groom had accumulated plonging they bought a little house

and a tract of land. The point in this story is that today the ground is worth over a hundred

thousand francs! These are the sorts of stories M. King specializes in. But wait. M. King can do

everything. He ties sailor’s knots, cooks good meals, makes reeds for musical instruments, and

installs electric fixtures where needed.We arrive at the apartment [4 Rue Anatole France,

Clichy] in the late afternoon, after paying all and sundry, and find that the bathtub is not

connected. The place has not been cleaned. A few doors need to be settled on their hinges.

The chandeliers are not there. O.K. With M. King’s car we go back to the Rue du Faubourg St.

Honoré and search his possessions for electric wiring equipment, tools, plates, glasses, etc.

Fine. We haven’t stopped off anywhere yet for a drink. While M. King mounts the stepladder

and tries out the connections, Fred and I fall asleep—sound asleep. It is dark now. When I hold

the candle to Fred’s face to shake him I see something crawling over his face. I wake him up

and he complains of being bitten, shows me the welts on his arm and cheek. We call M. King.

This is important. Examine the mattresses and divans—a few live ones crawling sluggishly over

the things. Then we get busy and inspect. Hold the candle to the walls. Marvellous! The walls

are alive! Big ones, egg-layers, nests, nits, cocoons, spider webs, dead ones, comatose ones,

active ones . . . We take matches and burn them alive. But it is hard work—they are coming too

fast. M. King pulls me away—"You’ve killed enough for one afternoon,” he says. We go down in

the cellar and turn on the water. Tell the concierge, who is a new concierge and like a child.

She says it’s terrible. We agree. Then we move all our luggage into one room and flee. M. King

is worried about his Armenian wool mattresses. They were in the family a long time—the sheep

used to graze right near his home, at the foot of Ararat.It is too late to call the Société du

Champ de Mars. We decide to write them a nice letter. At Levallois-Perret we stop off for a

casse-croûte. Here is where [Blaise Cendrars’ character] Moravagine went after he had

explored the mouth of the Orinoco, or was it before? I have always wanted to look upon the

men of Levallois-Perret. Fine. We order cold pork and plenty of potato salad. We eat it, and

wash it down with the rarest of vin blanc ordinaire I have ever tasted. M. King knows about

wines, too. He confirms my judgment. We order Camembert and Gorgonzola and a little Brie

for Fred. Fred is upset about the bedbugs. He remembers them from the Rue Mazarine. But the

wine. We consume several bottles, and then we order coffee and Cointreau. It’s just a little

snack before going to work. A casse-croûte. Upstairs there is a hotel and the female lodgers

are permitted to come downstairs, back of the dining room, and do their laundering and ironing.

That’s how it is at Levallois-Perret. And if you ride in a car along the Seine, which the bateaux

mouches miss on their quotidian journey to and fro. You see wonderful things in M. King’s car,

especially when the windows are cleaned.After work I walk home with Joe.* He is going to put

me up for the night. We get to the Oasis and we have another little snack, a plat du jour with a

glass of beer. I am very tired and aching to lie down. But while we are eating—we are just

through, really—a young woman comes in and greets me. I recognize her. “Oh, my dear sir,

you are so kind, it must be Heaven that has sent you to me. May I sit down? May I order

something hot?” I give Joe a big horse wink (here is a column, Joe!) and order an épaule de

veau avec pommes nouvelles for the girl. This is something hot—for four francs! Yes, she has

the same story to tell me. She cannot go back to her room until she pays a little money down.

Just a few francs, say twenty or thirty. She says she is Irish—Nell O’Connor, but she was born

in Latvia and talks like a Greek. If you question her closely (which I have done several times)

you discover that she is nearly Irish. Anyway, Joe is listening with a big smile. He has never

heard her line before. And while she eats she whispers in my ear. I tell her no. So she orders

some cake and a cup of tea. When I go to pay I haven’t enough money. Joe pays. Then we



stand on the corner outside the Rotonde and try to shake her off. She’s begging Joe for twenty

francs. She has never sold herself, you understand. She knows now that I can’t give her

anything so she concentrates on Joe. But Joe says he’s married. Then he asks her if a hundred

francs would be enough. “But, my dear sir,” she says, “why do you ask me that? I only want

twenty or thirty francs.” Joe says, “But if I had a hundred francs I would like to give it to you. But

I haven’t.” And then suddenly a man without a coat or hat comes up, his lips all slavered. He

says he has had fever for five days. He shakes my hand warmly. “You’re a gentleman!” It is the

waiter from the Bar Dominique—he remembers me because I am always so polite to him. He is

very sensitive tonight. So he insists on going to the Dôme Bar and buying me something. I

don’t want to go but I want to get rid of the girl. So we go—but first I tell him only on condition

that it is one drink, no more. At the bar he won’t let me order coffee—I must have something

good. We order and then he begins telling Joe what a fine guy I am—that I’m better than any

woman, etc. The girl talks Russian to him. It seems to be near five o’clock—they’re closing up

soon. Just then a burly fellow with a briefcase puts his head in between me and the girl, who is

chewing my ear off about her hotel bill. He looks at me strangely, then at the girl. He insults her.

He says she has been talking to niggers. I smile a little, but he stands there and grows more

insulting. My blood is growing cold. I wonder how long it’s going to last. Suddenly he moves off,

and then suddenly he turns again, near the door and hurls a few more words in her direction.

This gets me. I go up and give him a terrific shove, smashing him against the door. I know my

face is white, my lips are twitching. I yell at him. I tell him to shut up. And the funny thing is he

shuts up. He opens his mouth but he can’t get a word out. He is dumbfounded, and I even

more than he. I get so wrought up because he refuses to come to blows that I run out of the

place. I don’t know where to hide my rage. And as I turn the corner the Russian is after me.

And behind him is the garçon demanding his money. The Russian turns on him savagely and

tells him he’ll be back in five minutes. The garçon is going to call the gendarmes. I don’t know

what to say. I grab the Russian by the arm and lift his head up. “What’s the matter, are you ill?”

“No,” he said, and apologizes piteously. “I haven’t enough money. Lend me fifteen francs and

call for me at the bar tomorrow.” Joe pays again, but I get the thanks. I have the warm heart.

That licks Joe completely. “Damn these Russians,” he says, “they’re yellow dogs.” This

gentleman stuff!D’accord!So we’re too excited to go to bed. We walk around for a half hour and

dawn comes up. Then we go to Joe’s room and while I snore he sits up and reads. And during

the night I accidentally twine my legs around his, thinking it’s a woman. That makes Joe

nervous.Only a few hours’ sleep and Fred is knocking at the door. Time to go to the Ministère

de Travail. Bang, like a cold douche, up and out. On the line at Rue Vaugirard, listening to the

interpreter talk to the applicants. Talks Russian, Czech, Hungarian, Arabic, German, French,

Spanish, English. “I don’t know whether the application will be favorable or dis favorable, but go

please now to buy an envelope and stamp. Next time, you bring certificate of domicile,

passeport and five photographies without hats.” Je suis presque en règle maintenant. O.K.

Subway to Rome, Société du Champ de Mars. What about the disinfectors? Haven’t started

yet. But they telephoned. Only the second case on record. O.K. Back to Clichy and remove

some of our belongings. A few semiconscious ones lying around here and there. Flick ’em off

nonchalantly. Look for a hotel. Then I step into a booth and telephone Louveciennes. But you

are not there. Around nine o’clock every time the phone rings I think it may be you. Hot wire

from the Associated Press: “Margery Latimer on a honeymoon with Jean Toomer—to favor

miscegenation.” Nobody here seems to know who Margery Latimer is. Steel goes up a few

points. The pivotais are soft today, and the volatiles firm up after yesterday’s slump. Abitibi is in

shape again.So I’m at the Cronstadt and you have the telephone number. I will be here at the



office in the afternoon. If you don’t find me at the hotel try this joint—editorial room. I want you

to see the Cronstadt. Probably won’t get back to Clichy until the end of the week. I don’t think

my vaccination took. My arm has not swelled up. All I have is a little fever, but that may be from

the excitement. In the morning I will take a bath and disinfect myself. I’m dog tired. We locked

the gate at Marly all right. Tonight M. King was wearing a tuxedo. Did you know that today was

St. Patrick’s day? Erin Go Bragh!Henry[Louveciennes][March 20, 1932][Henry:]Je pense à toi

tous le temps.Persecutions have begun. My friends—a Spanish painter, a guitarist, the tenor

who has been staying with Joaquin, a poet, a homosexual, a Roumanian painter, an American

composer, etc. etc.—they are all pained, injured, that I should defend Lawrence. Una mujer tan

ideal, que lastima! which means “For such an ideal woman, what a pity.” They look sadly at me.

A little like Fred’s eyes, swimming in illusions. You see, I had been carved in copper and set

with jewels for a legend of Pushkin. For the guitarist I was as tender as his instrument. For the

composer I was Melisande, who sings about the world:Je ne suis pas heureuse ici.And do you

know what I think? I am filled with your livingness, and I expect with impatience the day when I

can defend your writing! It gives me exultation to think of your writing and of how I’m going to

defend it, as you defended Bunuel.I am glad I didn’t blush before Fred. That day was a high

peak of my love, Henry. I wanted to shout: today I love Henry! Perhaps you wish I had acted

well, pretended casualness. I don’t know. Write to me. I need your letters, as human assertions

of reality. When I come home at night to a peace-wrapped house, to dream, to the

demonstrations of joy from the dogs, I am sure I am living in a dream. No, I feel your livingness

in my body, I still hear your words. I want to hear them again. I too want time with you.One man

I know wants to frighten me. When I talk about you he says: “He cannot appreciate you.” He is

wrong. Only one detail—a small, small one. About costume. You have got the sense of it. What

is costume? Not what Fred said—but a manifestation of art, of imagination, another aspect of

creation, that’s all. What is a house? The same. Manifestations of one’s ideas, feelings,

nostalgias, evocation of countries, atmospheres, etc. Expression. Something that has a

meaning. Now you see it is all more than clothes, more than a house. Besides, however moth-

like or elusive, I don’t feel that I slip between your fingers—do you? I need your letters. Yet I

can’t write you as much as before, for lack of time!We are not going away.Someone said

something I liked about my book. It shows that a woman is not really a critic but a penetrator.

She does not judge, she understands.Interruption. Visit from Walter Pach, translator of Elie

Faure.* Serene, austere, civilized conversation about art. He reads [E. E.] Cummings only,

among the moderns. Remembers meeting you in N.Y. He has a light touch, sense of humor

too. Peddled the History of Art for 7 years before it was accepted.Tomorrow I’ll write you about

the manifesto.AnaïsKeep Tuesday afternoon free.[Clichy][March 21, 1932]Anaïs—All I can say

is that I am mad about you. I tried to write a letter and couldn’t. I am writing you constantly—in

my head and the days pass and I wonder what you will think. I am waiting impatiently to see

you. Tuesday is so far off. And not just Tuesday—I am wondering when you will come to stay

overnight—when I can have you for a long spell—it torments me to see you for just a few hours

and then surrender you. When I see you all that I wanted to say vanishes—the time is so

precious and words are extraneous. But you make me so happy—because I can talk to you. I

love your brightness, your preparations for flight, your legs like a vise, the warmth between your

legs. Yes, Anaïs, I want to demask you. I am too gallant with you. I want to look at you long and

ardently, pick up your dress, fondle you, examine you. Do you know I have scarcely looked at

you? There is still too much sacredness clinging to you.Your letter—ah, these flies! You make

me smile. And you make me adore you too. It’s true, I don’t appreciate you enough. It’s true. But

I never said that you don’t appreciate me. I think there must be a mistake in your English. That



would be too egotistical for me to say.Anaïs, I don’t know how to tell you what I feel. I live in a

perpetual expectancy. You come and the time slips away in a dream. It is only when you go that

I realize completely your presence. And then it is too late. You numb me.I try to picture your life

at Louveciennes but I can’t. Walter Pach? A drunken dream—and besides, I dislike him, why, I

can’t say. Your book? That too seems unreal. Only when you come and I look at you does the

picture become clearer. But you go away so quickly—I don’t know what to think. Yes, I see the

Poushkine legend clearly. I see you in my mind as sitting on that throne, jewels around your

neck, sandals, big rings, painted fingernails, strange Spanish voice, living some kind of a lie

which is not a lie exactly, but a fairy tale.
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Sophfronia Scott, “A Tale of Two Writers. The correspondence between the writers Anais Nin

and Henry Miller is striking in its intimacy and, fair warning, could cause many a shy reader to

blush. But this aspect of their letters is also relatively minor--the book is called "A Literate

Passion" for a reason. I was drawn in not by Nin and Miller's attraction for each other, but by

their powerful love for the art of writing and the tenacious loyalty they showed for each other's

work even after they ceased their affair. They frequently discussed in their letters the books

they had read, the movies they had seen, and the merits of various authors and philosophies. It

was also encouraging for me as a writer to read of their difficulties and frustrations with getting

their work published and how their persistence eventually paid off for both Nin and Miller.Today

writers often speak of community and searching for that supportive atmosphere that will help

them do their best work. This book showed me that the community doesn't have to be a bunch

of writers. The community could just as easily be only two people who, in the spirit of

friendship, clearly understand each other's work and will encourage and go to bat for each

other again and again. I felt the essence of this in one of Nin's letters: "You should be here. We
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should work together--read each other's work at night--fire each other, keep each other. This is

a great crime, this separation. I won't mail you any pages. Your head is full enough and you

have too much to do. Will give them to you when I see you. But send me yours."And this from

Miller consoling Nin after she received some negative criticism: "All of us know, when we do a

thing, how much we left out, how greatly we failed, and we carry around inside us an image of

the perfect thing that failed to materialize, and that we regard as the poem, that is what we

demand credit for. This is our pride, our ego, demanding its full recognition."For all their fine

thinking, though, Nin and Miller in their letters also show themselves to be quite human in their

vulnerabilities. They have episodes of selfishness, melodrama, immaturity, and plain silliness.

But I found this hopeful as well--you don't have to be a perfect person to produce good writing.

In fact I liked reading about how they were getting work done, often with life making its frequent

interruptions. I'm grateful to own this book and to have this peek into the window of these two

smart literary minds.”

Jacinta Maria Carter, “Interesting Letters Between Lovers. I've always been interested in the

relationship between Anais Nin and Henry Miller, and I found most of their letters back and

forth fascinating. A few were a little dull, as they frequently talked about financial matters or

different publishers who'd rejected or accepted their work. But for the most part, I enjoyed

reading the rise and fall of their affair through these letters.”

Bruce Oksol, “Unable to continue.. After reading Stuhlmann's poignant introduction, it was

impossible for me to read any further. Stuhlman included a few lines of the correspondence

between Henry Miller and Anais Nin. After reading just these few lines and seeing the depth of

love between these two people, I felt that reading their letters would be like taking a photograph

that steals the soul of the subject.Maybe later I will be able to read their letters, but not now.

("No, if I have not written about Louveciennes it is only because I am not writing history, I am

making it. I am so aware of the fateful, destined character of this Louveciennes...What I was

thinking tonight is that Louveciennes becomes fixed historically in the biographical record of my

life, for from Louveciennes dates the most important epoch of my life." -- Henry Miller. We all

have a Louveciennes. Mine was Pateley Bridge.)”

AJD, “Beautiful and passionate. It's so breathtakingly wonderful to read letters written by two

articulate writers. Both Henry and Anais write charming letters to each other, and their

relationship as writers and lovers really comes out. Sometimes it gets a bit choppy to follow

because they have met in person and followed up on their conversations. So it's like listening to

half a conversation. But then the rest of the letters are so enthralling, it doesn't matter.”

Ariyana R., “Great book.. I love Anais and this is a great addition to my physical collection. I

bought this used and was surprised by the great quality it was in.”

Joe Marin, “Passion in all it's literary glory!. Ah! Anais and Henry! Such inspiration to get back

into writing letters long-hand...or simply writing love letters to my dear ones in general. This

book is an absolute keeper. The personal exchange between these two forces is tender,

genuinely passionate, emotionally raw, and an incredible insight into their otherwise personal

correspondence. I intend to treasure this book for the rest of my life. Is this an extreme

revelation? ...It is indeed a passionate one.  ;)”

Jim Morris, “Fun if you've read their books. This was fun to read. Both Miller and Nin are



masters of graceful prose, and both were extremely lusty individuals.What made it especially

interesting to me was that I had just read Henry and June and Incest, which are Nin's diary

entries of the same period. What was revealed was that at the same time Miller was wracked

with jealousy and suspicion that Nin might be having an affair with Otto Rank she was indeed

having an affair with Otto Rank. Both of them took as lovers whoever they wanted, and there

was a bit of friction over that. This book can't be beat for intense emotion beautifully expressed.”

loops, “A feast. Following an interesting and thorough introduction by the editor, Gunther

Stuhlmann, we follow the correspondence as it happened, a letter followed by the reply. And

what letters! Charged with intellectual energy and emotional/sexual candour, and full of

contemporary details of people, places, literature, the content simply bowled over my initial

squeamishness at reading other people's mail.This is a lovely looking edition with pleasing

typeface and an elegant cover. (It helped that the copy I received was in terrific condition for a

26-year-old book.)”

rennyroo, “a true love story. Anais Nin and Henry Miller were surely one of the most romantic

couples in the history of literature. I have read most of the books written by both of these

authors, and thoroughly enjoyed reading the correspondance between them. Some of the

letters are a bit long winded, but the overall theme is one of two very romantic and well

matched people. A lovely book for anyone interested in their very complicated and passionate

relationship.”

Cam W, “Five Stars. Beautiful”

ALA, “Five Stars. Great book”

The book by Anaïs Nin has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 112 people have provided feedback.
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